
Keith Moon, Together
Life isn't easy when two are divided
And one has decided to bring down the curtain
But one thing's for certain
There's nothing to keep them together

How does it happen that two can be tender
And one be the lender of love and emotion
That covered the ocean of sadness
That kept them together

Love will start with you
It's easy to measure it
Bury a treasure
It's not an adventure
It's more to be certain
That it had to be shared together

Love when it's growing
Is full of surprises
Its temperature rises
From hire to hire
And then turns to fire
Which has to be shared together

Ringo: And here he is, that well-known star of stage, screen, and the rainbow, Mr. Keith Moon! Let's hear it for Keith! It's such a pleasure to see you again, old chap, old buddy, old friend!
Keith: And you, surprised to see, yes, your friend, and his, Mr. Ringo Starr.
Ringo: I don't think we're talking terribly, terribly British, and that is what the man asked for, didn't he, Daphne?
Keith: Yes you did.
Ringo: My girl's so ugly, when she gets up in the morning to do her teeth, the toothpaste backs away down the tube! She's a wonderful woman. My dog doesn't eat meat!
Keith: Your dog, why doesn't your dog eat meat?
Ringo: We don't give it any!
Keith: Why don't you give your dog meat?
Ringo: He's been dead two years now! I'm glad I got that one in! Heh, well, I think we've covered it, don't you?
Keith: Covered it, I think we buried it.
Ringo: Well, well, well.
Keith: Well, well.
Ringo: We could do this all week, but I have a bed to catch. Good night, and over to you!

Love when it's growing is full of surprises
Its temperature rises, from higher to higher
And then turns into fire
Which has to be shared together

How does it happen that two can be tender
And one be the lender of love and emotion
That covered the ocean of sadness
That kept them together
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